B) Install Cold Shoe in place and secure with (4) short & (2) long 6-32 socket cap head screws

D) Remove the blue protective film from the Gap Pad and adhere the tacky side to the cold shoe

E) Using the (4) sleeve bearings as guide slide the side insulation in place

A) Replace (4) 6-32 truss head screws by holes in the cold shoe and adhere the tacky side to the cold shoe

C) Insert (4) Nylon sleeve bearings into the 1/2" DIA holes in the cold shoe

G) Place your beaker into the cold shoe

F) Secure side insulation in place with (4) 10-32 socket head cap screws

I) Secure insulation foam and beaker in place with straps (2 provided)

H) Place the insulation foam over your beaker with the blue liner facing outward

I) Place your beaker into the cold shoe

J) Place the insulation foam over your beaker with the blue liner facing outward